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1. Introduction

The study of quarkonia, the bound states of quark-antiquark where both
the quark and the antiquark carry the same flavor, is of fundamental impor-
tance to the study of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). Such states provide
the simplest system of QCD, and were it not for the complications arising
from the fact that in these systems non-perturbative effects are large, they
would have been the ideal ground for confronting the theory with experiment.
Even with this caveat, the quarkonia have been a rich source of information
for QCD. Precision measurements of the properties of quarkonia should still
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still be pursued, either as a means of determining accurately the parameters
of the theory (e.g., a,) or as test of the vatidity of the theory itself. 2

Charmonium and bottomonium share the characteristic that they have a
rich spectrum of bound states with relatively small spacing between them,
which implies that a non-relativistic description can be attempted. Indeed
simple minded calculations[2] show that the relative velocity io the quark-
antiquark system is ~2 x 0.25 in the charmonium system and 82 = 0.08 in
the bottomonium system, which should be contrasted with @2w 0.6 for the
lighter mesons. Thbs one can describe the spectrum by solving a Schrodinger
equation with a central potentiat of a functional form that incorporates the
asymptotic behavibr of QCD and a few free parameters that are adjusted to
give a best fit to the data. The states can be classified, just as in the case
of the hydrogen atom or of positronium, by the usual spectroscopic notation
~2s+1LJ, where ~ is the principat quantllnl number and L, S, J are the orbital!

spin, and total angular momentum. As in the case of positronium we have
for these fermion-antifermion states that the parity is given by P = (– )L+l.
and the charge conjugation parity by C = (– )L+s.

Despite the fact that charmonium is now 18 years old, the study of its
spectrum is not complete yet. The major limitation arises from the fact that
almost all of the results up to now were obtained in e+e– collisions where
one can readily form only the 3Sl states of charmonium (i.e., the J/@ and
the ~’), states that carry the quantum numbers of the intermediate photon
(JPC = 1--). All of the other states have been studied through the radiative

decays of the ~’s, in which case the precision of the measurements has been
limited by the resolution of the detection cquiprnent. Thus to this date the
following states have been positively identified in e+e- collisions: qC(1*So),
J/ti(13SI), Xd(23P0), x~1(23P1), X.2(23PZ). and tile @’(2~Sl). The vL(2’SO)
has been seen only by the Crystal Ball experirncnt[3], and the hC(21PI ) has
remained unobserved. A somewhat similar situation exists in the case of
bottomonium.

2. Charmonium Production in pp Collisions

The program ofp~ collisions at high enrrgi(’s pursued at CERN and at Fer-

availability of such antiproton beams, made po=ible by the use of stochas-
tic cooting[4], circulating in modest sized storage rings with energies of a
few GeV allowed for a breakthrough in the study of charmonium[5]. With
the introduction of an internat hydrogen g= target in a storage ring filled
with circulating antiprotons one can have p~ collisions at a center-of-mass
energy equal to the mass of the charmonium states (2.9 to 3.8 GeV). In such
collisions alt of the charmonium states can be formed directly, and one can
measure their masses and widths by measuring and varying the energy of
the circulating antiprotons. This creates a rather unique situation in high
energy physics, in the sense that one measures the energy of the initial state
rather than the final state. As a result one can achieve extremely good energy
resolution since the storage ring is intrinsically a superb spectrometer and
one is no longer limited by detector resolution. Nevertheless there is a price
to be paid, the cross section for charmonium production ties in the nano-
barn to picobarn range, while the total cross section for pp is approximately
70 millibarrrs. An elaborate detector is still required in order to identify the
charmonium states in the presence of this enormous background. Fortunately
these states can be easily detected by their characteristic decays into high
mass e+e- or 77 pairs.

The first experiment to study charmonium in such a way was carried out
at the CERN ISR[6]. A second generation experiment has been carried out
at Fermilab during 1990 and 1991. It is the results from the tatter exper-
iment (E760) that are being reported here. In this experiment antiprotons
circulating inside the Fermitab Antiproton Accumulator with a momentum
in the range3 of 3.5 to 5.9 GeV/c collide with an internat hydrogen gas jet
target of thickness s 5 x 1013atoms/cm2. The maximum number of circu-
lating antiprotons used was 4 x 1011 and this ted to a peak luminosity of
1031 cm-is-l. The small beam and gas jet sizes led to a smalt point-like
annihilation source of approximately .6 cm diameter. More significantly, the
antiproton beam had a momentum spread Ap/p H 2 x 10-4 (r.m.s. ) which
implies a FWHM resolution of 0.5 MeV in the center-of-mass energy.

A study of a resonance is carried out by decreasing the beam energy in
small steps over the region of interest. The nurnher of observed events with

mitab required intense antiproton beams with small nrornentrrm spreaci. This

‘It is iutrrestiIlg to note, that the similar systemof QED, i.e., positrm]ium,is the system
in which there still exists a significant discrepancy hctwecll theory and meaxllrcmentin
the width of orthopositroniurn (13S,)[1].

3A similar experiment to st(ldy hottmnmliurn would require a stored antiproton beam

at 45 to 65 GeV/c. Such a facifity does Ilot exist. III additim), tile lower cross sections for
bottomonium pmductim] make such an experiment virtually impossible
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a high mass e+e– or 7T pair x a function of energy is used to extract the
mass and width of the resonance[7]. The detector, shown in Figure 1, covers
the polar angle range of 2 to 70 degrees, and has full azimuthal coverage.
It has been designed to efficiently detect the electromagnetic final states of
charmonium decays. Its major component is the central calorimeter (CCAL),
a cylindrical arrangement of 1280 lead glass counter s. A lead-scintillator
sandwich calorimeter covers the forward range of 2 to 11 degrees. A threshold
gas Cherenkov counter tags electron tracks, and two scintillator horoscopes
(Hl ;rrd H2) identify charged particles. Cylindrical wire and drift chambers
complete the detector. We record events with two ‘electrons,’ defined as
the proper coincidence of the Cherenkov counter and the horoscopes and by
requiring two large energy depositions in the CCAL separated by more than
90 degrees in azimuth. The trigger identifies high mass objects decaying
into e+e– by calculating, using a fast online processor, the invariant mass
of the two energy deposition clusters in the CCAL. Objects decaying into a
high mass ~~ pair are identified in a similar fmhiou, except that the electron
track requirement is replaced by requirement of no hits in the first hodoscope
(Hi) and no hits in au array of forward sciutillators (the veto counters).
A luminosity monitor, consisting of solid state total absorption detectors,
measures the recoil protons at 90 degrees in the lab. These protons are due
to low momentum transfer forward elastic PF scattering; we use the known
cross section for this process to normalize our data.

The center-of-mass energy is deduced from the beam energy. The beam
energy is in turn calculated from the beam velocity which is derived from the
revolution frequency of the circulating beam. That is, we use the relation

where ~ is the revolution frequency of the beam and L is the circumference
of the storage ring. L was not determined to sufficient precision by the usual
surveying techniques, so we had to find its value by running at a resonance
with a precisely measured m~s. We used the ~’ as our reference since its
mass is known to AM4, = +100 keV/c2[8]. Using the known mass of the
@’we are able to determine the orbit length to au accuracy given by AL =
(M@,L/~3~2nr~)AM4,, which is AL = +0.67 mm for the .4ccurnulator that
h= a total length L x 474 m. By inverting this equation we find that
the 0.67 mm uncertainty in orbit length contributes a systematic error of

33 keV/c2 to the measurement of the J/@ m~s. The revolution frequency
can be measured to an accuracy of 1 part in 107. It is important to keep the
orbit itself constant as we change energies, we were able to keep the orbit
length constant to within +1 mm, which in turn implies a statistical error of
50 keV/c2 in the determination of the mass of the J/v’I.

The observed excitation curve is a convolution of the Breit-Wigner cross
section for the resonance with a distribution function that characterizes the
energy spread of the circulating beam, We can easily measure the revolution
frequency spectrum of the beam, which can then be used to determine the
beam energy distribution through the relation

Ap 1 Af— ——
P–vf

where q is a parameter of the Accumulator that can be very accurately rrlt,a-
sured[7]. From the measurement of the excitation curve we can then extract
the mass of the resonance 11~, and the width of the resonance r~. hlore-
over, if the detector acceptance and efficiency are liuofvu, we can determine
the product BP3BOtitof the branching of the resonance to pp (i.e., the forrrla-
tion process) times the branching ratio of the resonance to the specific ciecay
channel we are studying.

3. Measurements of the Parameters of the J/v, v’, ~Cr, and yC2

We have used in E760 the method outlined above to study the charulo-
nium states J/@, ~’, X.l, and yC2. We detected these states by the following
decays:

Jf~ - e+e-
t

These decay channels have sizeable branching ratios and have a large mass
e+e– pair in the final state.

Figure 2 shows the invariant mass distribution for e+e- for events col-
lected at the region of the ~’, where one can see both a peak at 3.7 Gel”
due to the direct decay O’ ~ e+e- and a I>eali at 3.1 C,elr due to the iucl~r-
sive decay $’ ~ J/@,Y ~ e+e–,~. The shaded area in the figure shows the

t
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Figure 1: The E760 detector.
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Fizure 2: Invariant mass distribution for the c+e- pair for events taken at

expected background determined from events collected at a center-of-mass
energy @ = 3.6667 GeV, far away from any resonances, normalized to the
same luminosity. It is clear that we can indeed detect charmonium decays
amidst a large hadronic background.

The ~easured excitation curves for the J/o, and the 0’ are shown in
Figure 3, and the excitation curves for the X.l, and the yC2 are shown in
Figure 4. As mentioned earlier, from a shape analysis we can extract the
values of MR and rR. If we also use the acceptance and efficiency of our
detector, we can also extrwt a value for BpPBO”t. If we use the values for
Bmt found in the literature[9] we can derive values for BPFBO”, and for the
partial widths r“”f = rRB.”f and rPp = rRBP~.

Table I shows the measured parameters for the J/ti and the v’ and com-
pares them with the earlier measurements. Similarly Table 11 shows the
results obtained for the x., and the YC2.The results from the y‘s are in good
agreement with theoretical predictions based on perturbative QCD[1O].

4. The h.(21PI ) State of Charmonium

Roughly 50% of the luminosity ~cumulated by E760 (i.e., 30 pb-l ) wax
spent in a search for the hc(2’ PI ) state of charmonium[l 1]. The search was
centered in the vicinity of the center of gravity of the ~ states, i.e., at

and data were taken at least every 0.5 MeV. The search focused on the

Table I: Parameters of the J/@ and @’charmonium states.t

Parameter I J/* *’
~4R(kleV/c2) (this expt.) I 3096.87+ 0.03+ 0.03 I (input)

~
tErrors, in the order shown, are statistical and systematic.

the ~’. The integrated luminosity for the data shown is = lpb- 1
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Figure 4: Excitation curves at the YCI(a) and at the \C2 (1>)

Table II: Parameters of the Xcl and XC2charmonium states.j
Parameter X.1 X.2
M,(MeV/cz) ] 3510.53+ 0.04+ 0.12 I 3556.15+ 0.07+ 0.12.. .
r~(keV) ‘ ‘

r(R + PP)B(R + J/v7)
xB(J/@ - e+e-) (eV)

r(~ ~ pp) (eV)
B(R + pp)x 104
r(R ~ hadrons) (keV)

880+110+80
1.29 + 0.09+ 0.13

75+9*5

0.85+0.10+0.11
640 + 110

1980 + 170+70
1.67 + 0.09+ 0.12

196+ 18+ 16
0.99 + 0.09+ 0.08

1710 + 210

jErrors, in the order shown, are statistical and sYstenlati~ for the -~R, ‘R,

and r(R ~ pp)B(r ~ J/@~)B(J/~ ~ e+e–). For the derived quantities
r(R ~ pp) and B(R - pp) the errors, in the order shown, are due to our
me=urements and from the final state branching ratio uncertainty from the
literature[9].

following decay channels:

hc + J/@+ no + (e+e-) + rr”

The branching ratio to n, + 7 is expected to be the dominant mode (-
50%), but the three 7 final state is very hard to detect due to tile very small
branching ratio of the decay q= ~ ~~. No significant signal w= seen in this
mode. The other two decay channels are expected to have ,small branching
ratios, but the J/@ in the final state provides a very powerful signature.
Figure 5 shows the invariant mass distribution for e+e- pairp for all the data
taken during tke h. scan. .4 very clear peak at the J/v mass shows that
we observe events of the type pp - J/@ + .X. It should be noted that the
level of the J/~’ signal in this data is 100 times smaller than the signal in the
sample of Figure 2; the background level is therefore the same for the two
samples.

Events with m,+.- larger than 2.9 GeV/cz were fitted to the rcactimls

PF * {/+ To, PF ~ J/@ 2T, PF ~ J/v y, and p~ ~ e+e– whenever th(,
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p~ ~ ~“~, and PP ~ T“q, which have cross sections up to one thousand
times larger than that of the ~~ channel.

The crucial step in the off-line analysis is the rejection of events with
no’s where the two photons from the zr” have a small opening angle. Such
symmetric pion decays are eliminated on the basis of the cluster mass

where Ei is the energy deposited in the ith block of the CCAL, and ~i = E,?i
with 2, the unit vector from the interaction point to the ith block. Showers
from symmetric To decays have a large cluster mass, in contrast to showers
from photons that have a low cluster mass. Events with two showers in the
CCAL that have an invariant mass larger than 2.5 GeV/cz, with no charged
particles are fit to a ~~ hypothesis. .4ny additional lower energy deposition
in the CCAL is paired with both the high energy showers and if the pair have
a mass consistent with a To or au q the event is rejected. In addition, since
the background is peaked in the forward direction, we accept only events
where [cos O*I < 0.4, where O* is the angle between the T’S and the beam
direction.

We collected a luminosity of 2.58 pb-l at the YC2formation energy of 3556
MeV. The background is measured by using 23.3 plj-] of data at cerltcr-of-
mass energies from 3523 MeV to 3686 MeV where resonant ~~ production is
not expected.4 The data are shown in Figure 7, together with a superposed
fit that includes a slowly varying bacliground and a Breit-Wigner shape with
the known mms and width for the yC2. The only significant point above the
background is at the ~C2mass, After correcting for efficiency and geometrical
acceptance, which includes an estimation of the uncertainties introduced by
resumptions about the angular distribution of the radiative (iecay of the ~C2,
we obtain that

B(~c2 + ~~) = (1.54+ 0,40+0.24) x 10-4

r(~cz ~ -(~) = (304+ 84+ 49)eV ,

4Most of this data used in the backgrotllldctdcalatiol] (.onll)ris(,sof the data tak(~ll
during the search for the It..
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where we have used our values for B( X=2+ pp), and rxc,. Our memurements
are not in good agreement with theoretical expectations (see ref. [14] for
details) which probably indicates that potentially large relativistic corrections
have not been taken into account in the QCD calculations.

6. Study of the qc

E760 collected a total of 3.56 pb-* in the qC(l1SO) energy region, W =
2975 – 3005 Me~, at seven different energy settings. Iu addition, four more
data points away from the q=, but in the energy region 2910 – 3100 MeV,
were collected tp serve as background measurements. The analysis for the
~c is the same as the analysis used for the X=2 - ~~, since the qC also
decays into ~~. The data analysis is still in progress, thus we can only report
preliminary results at this time. We find that MnC= 2989+3 MeV, and that
B(qC ~ TT) = (4+2) x 10-4. Our data do not seem to allow for an accurate
determination of the total width of the q..

7. Measurement of the Proton Electromagnetic Form Factor in
the Tim*Like Region

As was noted earlier in Section 4, during the running of E760 we were able
to measure the cross section for the process pp ~ e+e-. We have sufficient
data, after grouping some of our runs at nearby energies, to measure this
cross section at V = 3.0 GeV, 3.5 GeV, and 3.6 GeV. The differential cross
section for this process can be expressed in terms of the proton magnetic and
electric form factors as:

du

d(cos O*) =
=[IGM12(1 + COS20”)+ $lG.12sin20.] ,

where, E and P are the center-of-mass energy and momentum of the antipro-
ton, and 0“ is the angle between the e- and the p in the center-of-mass
system. Our data were analyzed[15] in order to determine GM. Due to the
limited statistics we could not derive GE and GA~separately. The values of
lG~l were derived under the resumptions that either IGEI = lG~ I or that
IGEI = O; the values of lG~l derived under these two approximations differ
by less than 15%.

The data are shown in Figure 8 in the form q4[G~ I/pP versus s = –q2,
where pP = 2.79 is the proton magnetic moment. Earlier lower energy

data[16] are also shown in the figure. The curve in the figure corresponds to
G~(q2) a q-4aj(q2), where the strong interaction coupling constant a~(q2)
is proportional to 1/ ln(q2/A2) with A = 0.2 GeV. This dependence on q2 is
consistent with what was found for comparable space-like momentum trans-
fers and agrees well with the q4 scaling predicted by perturbative QCD[l 7],

8. Conclusions

E760 has opened a new chapter in the study of charmonium by providing
high precision measurements of its parameters. These measurements provide
a stringent test of QCD calculations. Comparisons with the calculated values
show various degrees of agreement, a situation that points to the need for
more accurate solutions.

In addition, in the opinion of the author, the precise nature of these
memurements can provide the required input to the recently developed ac-
curate calculations of charmonium levels in lattice QCD[18]. It should be
noted that with the input of the splitting between the 1S and 2P states, i.e.,
Mhc – (3MJj@ + Mv=)/4, these lattice gauge calculations give a~(5GeV) =
0.174 + 0.012. This value can be extrapolated to the mass of the Z to obtain
~=(~z) = o.1o5 + 0.004, which is of comparable accuracy as the value

reported by the LEP experiments at this conference.
E760 stopped running with some questions left yet unresolved. We expect

to run during the next fixed target running period at Fermilab, at which
time we expect to visitor revisit, and measure more accurately, the T=(11SO),
~(21So), hC(2’Pl ), Xa(23PO) and also to search for other as yet unobserved
states of charmonium.
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